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The determination of the structure of Saturn’s F ring by nearby moonlets

Carl D. Murray1, Kevin Beurle1, Nicholas J. Cooper1, Michael W. Evans1, Gareth A. Williams1 & Sébastien Charnoz2

Saturn’s narrow F ring exhibits several unusual features that vary on timescales of hours to years. These include transient clumps, a central core surrounded by a multistranded structure and a regular series of longitudinal channels associated with Prometheus, one of the ring’s two ‘shepherding’ satellites. Several smaller moonlets and clumps have been detected in the ring’s immediate vicinity, and a population of embedded objects has been inferred. Here we report direct evidence of moonlets embedded in the ring’s bright core, and show that most of the F ring’s morphology results from the continual gravitational and collisional effects of small satellites, often combined with the perturbing effect of Prometheus. The F-ring region is perhaps the only location in the Solar System where large-scale collisional processes are occurring on an almost daily basis.

Saturn’s F ring, which lies 3,400 km beyond the edge of the main ring system, has presented many unusual aspects and associated dynamical phenomena since its discovery by Pioneer 11 (ref. 1). Subsequent imaging by the Voyager spacecraft2–3 showed a narrow ring with multiple components and a twisted, braid-like appearance, containing clumps and radial discontinuities. Voyager radio science4–6 and photopolarimeter7 occultation data suggested a core ~1 km wide surrounded by an envelope 50 km wide. Surprisingly, despite the tendency for narrow rings to spread owing to collisions, and the fact that it should be significantly perturbed by its shepherding satellites, Prometheus and Pandora, the F ring is well approximated (residuals ~5 km) by a narrow, uniformly precessing ring of material7.

Early imaging by the Cassini spacecraft8 confirmed the multistranded nature of the F ring and displayed streamers and associated channels of ring material gravitationally affected by Prometheus as predicted by numerical models9. Additional observations and modelling showed10,11 how the Prometheus streamer–channel cycles and their shearing cause characteristic regular radial and longitudinal variations in the F ring every 14.7-h orbital period. However, the discovery that the apparent multiple strands of the F ring had the structure of a kinematic spiral12 was the first evidence that additional objects were involved in producing some of the F ring’s more unusual features.

Two possible explanations were suggested13 for the formation of the spiral structures detected in mosaics of the F ring obtained in November 2004, April 2005 and May 2005. The first involved ring material being gravitationally scattered during the close approach of an object with the mass of Prometheus. However, no such object has been observed and Prometheus itself does not enter the ring’s core. The second explanation proposed that particles were pushed out of the ring when a small object passed through it. Additional objects (S/2004 S 3, S/2004 S 4 and S/2004 S 6 with estimated diameters ~5 km) have been detected by Cassini14–16 in the vicinity of the F ring, and one of them, S/2004 S 6, was suggested as a possible impactor because of the correspondence between its F-ring crossing points and the location of the spirals14. It had been independently suggested17,18 that collisions could generate some of the bright clumps in the F ring, but the impactors were thought to be ~10-cm-sized interplanetary meteoroids. The detection of 13 opaque or nearly-opaque objects during stellar occultation experiments using the Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph and Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer19 suggests the existence of objects with diameters ranging from 27 m to 9 km lying within ~10 km of a core that is ~40 km wide; at least one of these objects is opaque enough to be a moonlet rather than a temporary clump of material. The Voyager charged-particle data had already provided evidence20 that a 2,000-km-wide moonlet belt surrounded the F ring, and this led to interpretations of the bright clumps as products of the disruptive collisions of loosely bound parent bodies21,22.

All the evidence suggests that the F-ring region is a unique dynamical environment in which gravitational perturbations combine with physical collisions to alter the F ring’s appearance dramatically on several timescales. However, the actual mechanisms and objects that change the ring have remained unknown. Here we report on the analysis of a series of images obtained by the Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem23 in 2006 and 2007 (see Supplementary Table 1). These show clear evidence for collisional events, the creation and evolution of associated ‘jets’ of material, the gravitational signatures of ~10-km–diameter satellites embedded in the core, the perturbing effects of smaller objects, and direct observations of a narrow (radial width ~1 km) ring component and associated objects.

Colliding objects

Figure 1 illustrates how the morphology of the F ring changed between 2006 December 23 and 2007 May 5. The mosaics show a region of disturbance in the core that advances from a co-rotating longitude of λ = 150° (Fig. 1a) to one of λ = 226° (Fig. 1b) 133 days later. Furthermore, the disturbance is associated with a sequence of outward or inward extensions of material which we term ‘jets’; these are initially radial but their slope (defined as the angle made with the tangential direction) decreases with time. Note that the individual jets always remain on one side of the core; they therefore represent a distribution in the semi-major axis (a > a0 for outward jets and a < a0 for inward jets, where a0 = 140,223.7 km is the length of the semi-major axis of the F ring’s core), rather than resulting from various eccentricities and longitudes of periapse, as the latter would give rise to jets that oscillated about the core. The observed extent of major jets in the semi-major axis is ~500 km; if this separation were due to gravitational scattering, it would imply a body of diameter ~120 km, which would have been easily detected (see also Supple-
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mentary Videos 1 and 2). An alternative and more compelling explanation is that jets (and hence spirals that form from them) are caused by physical collisions.

Material with a semi-major axis of \(a_0 + \Delta a\) would be expected to drift with respect to the core in such a way that after a time \(\Delta t\) its longitudinal drift relative to its initial position would be \(\Delta l = -(3/2)(n/a)\Delta a\Delta t\), where \(n = 581.96^4\) per day is the mean motion of material in the core. Therefore, keplerian shear causes the slope of an initially radial jet to be \(s = -(2/3)(d/a)\Delta l\) at a time \(\Delta t\): it is independent of \(\Delta a\). Consequently, under certain assumptions, the gradient of a jet gives the time at which it was formed. After sufficient time, a radial jet will evolve into a spiral; indeed, the upper halves of the images in Fig. 1a–d display spiral structures exterior to the core, presumably arising from previous events.

It has been suggested that S/2004 S 6 is a candidate for the object causing the collisional formation of the spiral structures observed by Cassini in mosaics taken in 2004 and 2005. The open circles in Fig. 1 show the predicted locations of S/2004 S 6 based on a new numerical fit to detections from 2004 October to 2005 June (see Supplementary Table 2). Another object, F07090QB, was detected and tracked in the 2007 March, April and May sequences (Fig. 1f–h), and its separately calculated orbital elements bear a striking resemblance to those of S/2004 S 6 (see Supplementary Table 2). The predicted and actual locations of F07090QB appear as open squares in Fig. 1a–e and Fig. 1f–h, respectively. We believe that this object is either S/2004 S 6 or some fragment of it, perhaps perturbed by encounters with material in the core. A more detailed analysis of these orbits will be presented elsewhere. However, the predicted or actual longitude of each object is clearly associated with the progress of the disturbed region, which is consistent with the tabulated differences in mean motion between the disturbing agents and the F-ring core given in Supplementary Table 2. We note that by early 2007 the difference in the longitudes of periapse between the orbits of S/2004 S 6 and the F-ring core was \(\sim 159^\circ\) and is currently increasing at a rate of 1.6°y\(^{-1}\);

Figure 1 | Sequence of 360° mosaics of the F ring showing evidence for a series of collisional events between December 2006 and May 2007. In each sequence the mosaic is constructed by re-projecting individual images from Cassini’s narrow-angle camera into a frame in which the horizontal axis is the longitude at the same epoch (12:00 UTC on 2007 January 1) and the vertical axis is the orbital radius, \(r\), relative to the adopted orbit of the F ring. Black areas indicate lack of longitudinal coverage and all projections are onto the equatorial plane. In each mosaic the circle marks the predicted location of S/2004 S 6 using the orbital elements listed in Supplementary Table 2. The square marks either the predicted (a–e) or actual (f–h) location of the new object using the orbital elements listed in Supplementary Table 2. The inserts in the upper right-hand corners of f–h are enhanced, re-oriented 30 × 30-pixel crops of representative raw images showing the objects F07090QB, F07108QA and F07125QB, respectively (see Supplementary Table 2). a, Image observation ISS_036RF_FMOVIE001_VIMS, consisting of 127 images obtained 2006 December 23–24. b, Image observation ISS_036RF_FMOVIE002_VIMS, consisting of 130 images obtained 2007 January 5–6. c, Image observation ISS_039RF_FMOVIE002_VIMS, consisting of 124 images obtained 2007 February 10–11. d, Image observation ISS_039RF_FMOVIE001_VIMS, consisting of 143 images obtained 2007 February 27. e, Image observation ISS_041RF_FMOVIE002_VIMS, consisting of 169 images obtained 2007 March 17. f, Image observation ISS_041RF_FMOVIE001_VIMS, consisting of 107 images obtained 2007 March 31. g, Image observation ISS_043RF_FMOVIE001_VIMS, consisting of 94 images obtained 2007 April 18. h, Image observation ISS_044RF_FMOVIE001_VIMS, consisting of 137 images obtained 2007 May 5. Further information about the observations is given in Supplementary Table 1.
a typical encounter velocity with the core is \( \sim 30 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), in agreement with the estimated collisional velocity\(^\dagger\).

Figure 2 shows a comparison between an enlarged version of Fig. 1g and the results of a numerical simulation of jets evolved from initial radial distributions. The observed features in Fig. 2a that correspond to our modelled jets \( O_1, O_2, O_3, I_1, I_2, I_3 \) and \( I_4 \) (Fig. 2b) are consistent with collisions between the F-ring core (or objects orbiting close to it) and S/2004 S 6. However, the smaller jet pairs, \( O_3 \) and \( I_1 \) and \( O_2 \) and \( I_3 \), have different characteristics and locations that are inconsistent with collisions with S/2004 S 6; these jets may be attributed to collisions with additional objects. Furthermore, Fig. 2a shows three smaller jets with shallow gradients, and an associated bright feature, just above the core at co-rotating longitudes 250°, 295° and 335°; these can also be seen in Fig. 1, moving from right to left. All seem to be associated with objects with semi-major axes \( \sim 50 \text{ km} \) greater than that of the F ring (see below).

If every close approach between S/2004 S 6 and the core were to lead to a collision, we would expect \( \sim 200 \) jets to be detectable in Fig. 1. However, Figs 1 and 2a demonstrate that the core is clearly non-uniform in nature; without detailed knowledge of its structure and time variation, as well as the orbits of all nearby objects, the outcome of any given encounter cannot be predicted. After a sufficient time, differential precession causes the gradients of the jets with respect to the core to undergo variations on orbital timescales. However, if the core has sufficient mass, then secular perturbations\(^\ddagger\) may induce the jet material to maintain approximate apse alignment with the core\(^\ddagger\). Consequently, detailed observations of the formation and evolution of jets may constrain the F ring’s mass. Clearly the orbit of S/2004 S 6 is also subject to the combined secular effects of Prometheus and any mass contained within the F ring\(^\ddagger,\ddagger\) (see Supplementary Figs 2 and 3). This may help to explain why the mosaic seen in Fig. 2a closely resembles those seen two years previously (see Supplementary Fig. 1).

### Embedded objects

The existence of sheared jets of material produced by collisions between objects and the F-ring core has an unexpected consequence: it provides tracer material that allows us to detect the gravitational (or

---

**Figure 2** Comparison of a re-projected mosaic with the results of a numerical simulation of jet formation and evolution. a. Re-projected F-ring mosaic derived from observation ISS_043RF_FMOVIE001_VIMS (see Fig. 1g). b. Results of a numerical simulation of jets evolved to the date of the mosaic, 2007 April 18. In each case the data are shown in the standard co-rotating longitude system used in Fig. 1. For the simulation, outward jets of particles were created on 2006 December 18 (\( O_1 \), co-rotating longitude \( \lambda = 137^\circ \)), 2007 January 24 (\( O_2 \), \( \lambda = 168^\circ \)), March (\( O_3 \), \( \lambda = 176^\circ \)), March 15 (\( O_4 \), \( \lambda = 20^\circ \)), March 16 (\( O_5 \), \( \lambda = 30^\circ \)), and March 30 (\( O_6 \), \( \lambda = 230^\circ \)), and inward jets on 2007 February 6 (\( I_1 \), \( \lambda = 171^\circ \)), March 7 (\( I_2 \), \( \lambda = 194^\circ \)), March 22 (\( I_3 \), \( \lambda = 199^\circ \)), March 27 (\( I_4 \), \( \lambda = 35^\circ \)), April 1 (\( I_5 \), \( \lambda = 240^\circ \)), and April 11 (\( I_6 \), \( \lambda = 210^\circ \)). Between 2,000 and 8,000 particles were used to simulate individual events. The particles in each jet were given gaussian distributions in \( a, e \) and \( \mu \) relative to the F-ring core model, with standard deviations in \( \Delta a \) of either 75 km for large jets or 35 km for smaller jets (half-gaussian distributions with positive values for outward jets and negative for inward jets), in \( \Delta e \) of \( 5 \times 10^{-5} \) and in \( \Delta \mu \) of 0.5. The initial longitude was set to the value at which the jet was created. The particles were allowed to precess under the effects of Saturn’s gravitational harmonics \( J_2, J_4 \) and \( J_6 \) and were assumed to orbit at a mean motion determined by their initial semi-major axes. Their resulting radial locations with respect to the F-ring core and associated co-rotating longitudes are plotted. Note that the formation times and initial longitudes in b were deliberately chosen to match the features in a; consequently, the timing should be considered as representative rather than exact.

---

**Figure 3** Evidence for embedded satellites on eccentric orbits near the core of the F ring. a. Re-projected 6° section of the F-ring mosaic derived from image N1538169712, obtained 2006 September 28 at 20:50 UTC, showing the existence of a fan associated with the bright clump in the core. b. The same 6° longitudinal range as in a, but for the image N1538870080, obtained 2006 October 6 at 23:23 UTC. c. Fans in a 6° re-projected section of image N1552819237, obtained 2007 March 17 at 10:07 UTC. d. Fans in a 6° re-projected section of image N1557039476, obtained 2007 May 5 at 06:24 UTC. e. 1° re-projected section of image N1537876778, obtained 2006 September 25 at 11:28 UTC, showing evidence of a fan. f. Numerical simulation of the gravitational effect of a satellite (radius \( \sim 5 \text{ km} \), density \( 0.4 \text{ g cm}^{-3} \)), eccentricity \( e = 1.8 \times 10^{-4} \)).
even collisional) signature of embedded satellites. Figure 3a shows an example of a feature consisting of a sequence of sheared channels with a common point of intersection; we refer to this as a ‘fan’. In this case the fan is visible in jet material lying exterior to the F-ring core, in an image taken before the sequences shown in Fig. 1. The channels point to a bright section of the ring with a shallow-sloped, outward, sheared jet going off to the left and a broad jet of material at the upper right. When the same region was viewed 8.1 days later (Fig. 3b), the main structures are still visible but, although there is no fan, dark channels are present in the F ring. Smaller fans are visible in Fig. 3d (a section from Fig. 1e) and Fig. 3l (a section from Fig. 1h), on the same scale as Fig. 3a, b. In Fig. 3d the diagonal features are streamers–channels associated with the previous passage of Prometheus, and the left-hand feature has a fan above it; note the second, smaller fan located between the two streamer–channel features.

Fans are produced by the gravitational effect of an embedded satellite on an orbit that has a non-zero relative eccentricity with respect to the adjacent material. If the relative eccentricity is zero (that is, the satellite has the same orbital eccentricity and periapse as the F ring), then the satellite produces a stationary pattern on the ring material that approaches it. This is identical to the mechanism that is known to generate the propeller features detected in Saturn’s A ring\(^5\). If the perturbing satellite has a semi-major axis at the inner edge of a ring of material, only the upper half of a propeller is produced. According to our numerical models, once a relative eccentricity is introduced, the satellite’s movement along the ring causes a fan to be produced, with the process continuing as long as material is available to be perturbed. Furthermore, the models demonstrate that the fan goes through a cycle, appearing and disappearing on an orbital timescale, thereby explaining Fig. 3a, b.

**Figure 4 | Dynamical structures on a variety of scales in the F ring.**

a, Comparison of two 360° mosaics of the F ring; the upper and lower mosaics are respectively derived from sequence ISS\_029R1\_AZSCNLOPH001\_PRIME, obtained 2006 September 25 between 11:18 and 21:07 UTC (consisting of 269 non-overlapping images), and sequence ISS\_029RF\_FMOVIE001\_VIMS, obtained 2006 September 28–29 between 20:32 and 10:17 UTC (consisting of 93 overlapping images). Each mosaic is constructed from re-projected images covering a 400-km radial range centred on the calculated radius of the F ring’s core and with a co-rotating longitude, \(\lambda\), shifted to a common epoch (12:00 UTC, 2007 January 1, as in Fig. 1). We note that the pointing of images in the upper mosaic for \(\lambda \leq 100°\) is only approximate, owing to a lack of stars in the original images. The highest resolution in the upper mosaics is \(\sim 1\) km per pixel in both the radial and longitudinal directions. The extended radial feature at \(\lambda = 26°\) in the lower mosaic is associated with an object that has also been detected in the upper mosaic. b–d, Enlarged sections of the mosaics in a showing the regions with 138° \(\leq \lambda \leq 158°\) (b), 220° \(\leq \lambda \leq 232°\) (c) and 316° \(\leq \lambda \leq 326°\) (d); all sections are shown on a common scale. The corresponding inertial longitudes covered are 136° \(< \lambda_1 < 138°\), 264° \(< \lambda_2 < 271°\) (b); 139° \(< \lambda_1 < 141°\), 263° \(< \lambda_2 < 270°\) (c); and 166° \(< \lambda_1 < 172°\), 265° \(< \lambda_2 < 273°\) (d), where the subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ denote the upper and lower mosaics, respectively. e–g, Enlarged sections of the mosaics in b, showing the respective regions with 138.97° \(\leq \lambda \leq 139.12°\) (139,950 km \(\leq r \leq 140,050\) km), derived from image N1537900950; 152.32° \(\leq \lambda \leq 152.72°\) (139,940 km \(\leq r \leq 140,040\) km), image N1537899083; and 154.99° \(\leq \lambda \leq 155.19°\) (139,950 km \(\leq r \leq 140,050\) km), image N1537898708. h, Enlarged section of the mosaic in c, showing the region with 230.27° \(\leq \lambda \leq 230.47°\) (139,950 km \(\leq r \leq 140,030\) km), image N1537888059; note the \(\sim 1\)-km-wide linear feature (indicated by the arrows) below the bright component and the 2–3 embedded objects in it (within the circle). i, Enlarged section of the upper mosaic in d showing the region with 324.94° \(\leq \lambda \leq 325.09°\) (139,950 km \(\leq r \leq 140,050\) km), image N1537878429. We note that the scales in e–i are the same. See Supplementary Figs 5–9 for higher resolution versions of e–h.
As a representative example of the mechanism, Fig. 3e, f directly compares a fan image to a frame from a numerical simulation of a 50-km-wide ring perturbed by a embedded satellite of ~5 km radius on an eccentric orbit. In our simulations, the maximum longitudinal width of the channels that make up a fan is ~10R_H, where R_H = a(μ/3)^1/3 is the radius of the satellite’s Hill sphere, a being the ratio of the satellite’s mass to that of the planet. Given that the widest channel in Fig. 3e is ~100 km wide, this would imply that it is caused by a satellite of radius ~7 km, assuming it has a density comparable to that of Prometheus; this is in good agreement with the value used in the numerical simulation. A similar analysis would suggest that the object responsible for the fan visible in Fig. 3a has a radius of ~35 km; however, the presence of two or three dark bands at this location in Fig. 3b suggests that multiple objects may be responsible. The calculated radii for the objects causing the fans seen in Fig. 3c, d are correspondingly smaller.

Figure 4a shows two mosaics of the region within 200 km of the F-ring core, using re-projected images from 2006 September. The Prometheus channel signature is evident in the lower mosaic for λ < 81° across the whole radial region (see also the patterns at λ < 75° in Fig. 2a), as are various jets. The sheared channel patterns are a familiar feature of the F-ring region. However, there are several hundred additional, localized distortions in the F-ring core, examples of which can be seen in Fig. 4b–d. Our numerical models suggest that the effect of keplerian shear would make the channels undetectable within ~100° (or ~20 days) of a Prometheus conjunction, yet Fig. 4a–d shows that the core still retains a ‘memory’ of the last encounter. These localized distortions are time variable; for example, Fig. 4b displays a region of the core covering the same range of co-rotating longitude but in which the inertial longitude differs by ~130° between the two mosaics. We note the two small sections of the ring that point downwards in the upper mosaic and upwards in the lower mosaic. This reflective symmetry is apparent throughout Fig. 4b and, to a lesser extent, in Fig. 4c, d; the phenomenon was first noted in pre-orbit insertion images (see Fig. 8c, d of ref. 8) and is indicative of ring material with a small, induced eccentricity and/or periapse relative to the core. There is a tendency for the distortions always to point in the same direction, suggestive of some coherent perturbation similar to the streamer-channel phenomenon produced by Prometheus.

Any given location in the F-ring core has a conjunction with Prometheus every 67.65 days, but the resulting maximum perturbation to the core depends on the relative alignment of the two orbits; because of differential precession this follows a ~19-year cycle with the next anti-alignment due in November 2009 (ref. 25). The maximum absolute values of the perturbation in a at alignment, at the orientation when the periapses differ by 90° and at anti-alignment are ~0.5 km, 4 km and 19 km, respectively. The corresponding changes in eccentricity, e, and longitude of periapse, ω, are 2, 6 and 13 × 10^-5, and 0.5°, 1.5° and 4°, respectively. Although the resulting distortions to a ring of test particles shear away, the same would not be true for the orbits of small satellites at the locations of Prometheus conjunctions. We conclude that the apparent memory of the core region is caused by Prometheus perturbing masses that lie in or close to the F-ring core, or perhaps core material itself if it is sufficiently massive. Once the orbital elements of these objects are excited, only the self-gravity of the ring and/or collisions can dampen them. Consequently they will, in turn, perturb surrounding ring material or collisional debris, and leave a gravitational signature (see Supplementary Video 4).

Figure 4e–i presents selected regions of the high-resolution mosaic on a common scale. Although not always easy to interpret without temporal coverage, each image shows evidence for the existence of small (diameter <1 km) objects in the F-ring region. Such objects may have associated dust envelopes hiding direct imaging of their surfaces. A common feature of Fig. 4e–g is that the location of each presumed object is correlated with a corresponding feature in the bright core, implying a dynamical connection. The downwards-pointing features in the jet in the upper right-hand region of Fig. 4i are not seen in the core below, showing that the perturbation is localized; this demonstrates that such perturbed objects can exist at least 50 km from the core. This is the feature seen at λ = 250° in Fig. 2a (see above).

A narrow ring component

In images from the high-resolution observation ISS_029RI_AZSCNLOPH001_PRIME (upper mosaics in Fig. 4) we have identified a non-continuous, narrow (~1-km-radial-width) ring component located ~15–50 km radially inward from the F-ring core in 45 images with 90° < λ < 270°, a range that includes the highest resolution images; in each case the phase angle is ~90°. Eight of these images show evidence of embedded objects (diameter ~1 km) associated with the narrow component. For example, Fig. 4h contains two or three embedded objects. This and additional images showing the narrow component are shown in Supplementary Figs 9 and 10. A preliminary fit to detections of this component strongly supports the suggestion that it has an orbit that is closely approximated (root-mean-square residuals <1.34 pixels) by the orbital solution for the F ring’s core derived from occultation data; in fact, it constitutes a better fit than that based on Cassini observations of the F-ring core. We note that all the re-projected images in Figs 1, 2 and 4 calculate radius with respect to the same orbital model of the core, and all clearly show deviations of ~50 km. The discovery of such a narrow component would be consistent with the Voyager radio science and photopolarimeter occultation data but inconsistent with the broad feature present in the data from the Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph and Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer; it is probable that the latter instruments are detecting the bright F-ring core (width ~50 km) visible in all the Cassini images.

Discussion

The existence of a population of moonlets colliding with the F-ring core on a regular basis makes this region unique in the Solar System as a location where the effects of on-going collisions at ~30 m s^-1 can be studied in situ. Direct observations will serve to constrain realistic collisional modelling and lead to an improved understanding of the role of such processes in a variety of locations and epochs.

We attribute the ability of the F ring to retain a memory of previous conjunctions with Prometheus to the existence of perturbed, ~1-km-diameter objects associated with the core; larger objects on more eccentric orbits produce the fan structures we have identified in the Cassini images. Therefore, Prometheus plays two roles in perturbing the F ring: its direct perturbations imprint the streamer–channel structures across the whole region as it passes through every 67.65 days, whereas the same perturbations excite embedded objects that proceed to exert their own gravitational effect on surrounding material. A probable consequence is that Prometheus itself must be continually struck by material from this region. Future high-resolution imaging of the moon could reveal the effects of recent, direct collisions, perhaps in the form of an asymmetry between Prometheus’s leading and trailing hemispheres.

It is difficult to understand how the observed ~1-km-wide ring component seen in some of the highest resolution images can survive in such a chaotic environment. Nonetheless, the evidence suggests not only that it does, but also that it even maintains enough integrity to precess uniformly; the only obvious mechanisms to prevent its destruction are self-gravity and collisions. For this reason, the mass of the F ring perhaps resides in this narrow component rather than the broad, bright, dusty core seen in every image. This would imply that the narrow component be gravitationally unstable, thereby providing a natural place for moonlet formation. A combination of additional high-resolution imaging and detailed numerical modelling (including the effects of collisions and self-gravity) will be necessary if progress is to be made in this area.
A more general question is how were such a ring and its retinue of objects formed. One possibility is that the system is young (~10^4 years old) and the result of the collisional disruption of a moon by an impact event. This could explain the relatively large dispersion of its constituent objects in contrast to the comparative regularity of Saturn’s main ring system adjacent to it. The F ring’s location also means that its structure could be the result of a continual battle between accretion and disruption on a variety of scales.
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